
CISC 1600, Lab 1.2:
Cascading style sheets (CSS)

Prof Michael Mandel

1 Introduction

Cascading Style Sheets, or CSS files, allow you to separate the presentation of a
document from its content. The HTML describes the content of the document
in terms of its structure, text, and assets like images. The CSS defines how it
should appear, both in style and position.

This separation makes style sheets especially useful for multi-page websites,
because the presentation can be shared across all of the pages for a unified
appearance and ease of maintenance.

This lab will step you through the creation of a simple web page to match a
mock design specification that you as a front-end web developer might be given
by a graphic designer.

For this lab, we will again be using Mozilla Thimble.

1.1. Go to http://thimble.mozilla.org in your browser

1.2. Log in using the account you created for Lab 1.1

1.3. Create a new project named “Your name – Lab 1.2”

2 Analyze the design spec

I have created a picture of the web page that I would like you to create, called a
design specification. Because it is only a picture, you will need to develop the
HTML and CSS to make it into a real web page. This is a common practice
in real web development, where a designer will create a drawing of a page in
photoshop or a similar program.

2.1. Download the design here: http://m.mr-pc.org/t/cisc1600/2016sp/
lab_1_2_spec.pdf

2.2. Using whatever tool you would like, identify a set of nested boxes that will
contain all of the content in the design specification (spec). This could be
pencil and paper, photoshop, illustrator, Word, or whatever works best for
you.

2.3. Make a drawing of the box structure of the page so that the nesting
structure of the boxes is clear. You can include the spec in the background
or not.
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2.4. raw a DOM tree representing the nesting structure of the boxes. Remember
that by default DOM elements fill in left-to-right and top-to-bottom, so
make sure your tree has the right structure and that the branches are in
the right order.

3 Clean out the template HTML

3.1. Update the <title> of the page to “[Your-name]’s App”

3.2. Remove everything between the <body> and </body> tags

4 Implement your DOM tree as HTML <div>
tags

4.1. Implement your DOM tree from step 2.4. as HTML <div> tags. This
means that each DOM node should be a <div> tag, with the content inside
of it made up of its children, followed at the end by the closing </div>
tag. For example (this is not correct!), you might have a structure like
this:

<div>
<div></div>
<div>

<div></div>
</div>

</div>

4.2. Add the headline text: “[Your-name]’s App”

4.3. Add the image by linking to it at the following URL:

https://farm4.staticflickr.com/3072/3077227430_d333b2bf81_n.jpg

4.4. You could also use placehold.it:

http://placehold.it/320x202

4.5. Add the text. Use the first two paragraphs from “Lorem Ipsum” the
standard placeholder text used in typesetting since the 1500s and now on
the web:

http://lipsum.com

4.6. Don’t worry that the various elements don’t line up yet. We will fix that
in step 8. For now, just make sure that the structure of the elements in
the DOM tree is correct.
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5 Add classes to your divs

Each div should have a class attribute set so that your CSS will be able to style
it. While you are free to choose whatever name you want for each class, in order
to properly separate content from presentation, these class names should specify
what the div’s role is in the structure of the document and in the content, not
the way that it should be presented.

5.1. Assign the class “headline” to the div containing the headline of the
document:

<div class="headline"> ... </div>

5.2. Assign relevant and meaningful classes to the other divs that you have
created. Divs with the same function should have the same class, so that
you don’t have to repeat yourself.

5.3. Select the CSS file in the file selector on the left of the page.

5.4. Create an empty selector for each of the classes that you just created. For
example,

.headline {
}

6 Set the proper fonts

Look at the spec side-by-side with your current page and compare the fonts of the
various elements. In this step, we will find a suitable match to the spec.

6.1. Consider the main headline of the page. In the CSS selector for the
“headline” class, add the property “font-family”. Experiment with the fonts
from this page to find one that looks like the headline font in thespec:

http://www.w3schools.com/cssref/css_websafe_fonts.asp

6.2. Set the size of the font using the “font-size” property.

6.3. Right-justify the headline text using the “text-align” property.

6.4. Find the proper font for the body of the page using the same procedure.
Only two fonts are used in this spec, one for headlines and one for regular
text.

7 Set the proper colors

Look at the spec side-by-side with your current page and compare the colors of
various elements. In this step, we will find a suitable match to the spec for the
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colors.

7.1. The following colors are used in the spec (these are given here and in
the CSS file as #RRGGBB where each character is a hexadecimal digit
(between 0 and 15: 0-9a-f) and each pair of characters represents how much
red, green, and blue to mix into the color in the range 0-255):

• #D7CDB7

• #9CABA6

• #7195A1

• #B69957

• #5C4518

• #241806

7.2. Different colors are used for the headline text, headline background, main
text, main background, and image credit text. Figure out which color is
used by which element.

7.3. Edit your CSS file to properly color the headline. Insert the following lines
(but with the color definitions you found above instead of #abcdef and
#fedcba) inside the existing headline CSS block:

color: #abcdef;
background-color: #fedcba;

7.4. What happens if you set the two colors to be the same as one another?

7.5. Edit your CSS file to color the rest of the document. What happens when
you insert the appropriate color definitions in the CSS block for the div
containing the main text of the document after the headline? The div
containing the image? The div containing the text only? The body tag?

8 Positioning the divs

Up until now, the divs on the page have not been positioned in the same was
as the boxes that you originally derived from the spec. We will fix that in this
step.

8.1. You should have a div (box) enclosing the content of your page below the
main headline. If you don’t, add one.

8.2. By adjusting the display property of this element, you will alter how its
contents are arranged. In particular the following CSS styling will make
the divs inside of it flow next to each other:
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display: flex;

8.3. The flex layout has many other options that go with it, for a full description
see the following article (note that all properties in the left column apply
to container elements and those on the right to their children):

https://css-tricks.com/snippets/css/a-guide-to-flexbox/

8.4. Play around with setting the “flex-wrap”, “justify-content”, and “align-
items” CSS properties of the container div. See how the layout changes as
you change the size of the viewport.

9 Set the padding and margins around your divs

Each box can be surrounded by additional space in each direction. In firefox,
you can see this space for a particular box by right-clicking on the element of
interest, selecting “Inspect Element” to reveal the firefox developer tools, making
sure you are on the “Inspector” tab, and then clicking on the button labeled
“Box Model” towards the right of the toolbar.

9.1. You should see a colored set of nested boxes labeled “margin”, “border”,
and “padding” with numbers on each edge. Play with each of the numbers,
what does each one do?

9.2. For the headline div, where the interior and exterior colors are different,
adjust the margin and the padding, what is the difference between the
two?

9.3. Create a CSS rule that makes the padding property of all elements equal
to 10px. Try to do it as a single line in the CSS file, not one per class.

9.4. For the headline, additional padding is needed on the top of the box. Set
this padding to “1em” which is the width of the letter “m” as it would be
displayed in that context.

9.5. Make sure everything lines up as it does in the spec. Adjust the padding
and margins as necessary.

10 Optional challenge: HTML5 structural ele-
ments

For this task, you will use the HTML5 structural elements to make the same
page, but using descriptive tags instead of divs with descriptive classes.

10.1. Read this article on HTML5 structural elements:

http://www.w3.org/wiki/HTML_structural_elements
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10.2. Read this article on migrating from div-based layouts to those based on
structural elements:

http://www.w3schools.com/html/html5_migration.asp

10.3. Migrate your div-based layout to HTML5 structural elements.

11 Validate your CSS and HTML files

Once you have made your changes you will want to make sure that your HTML
file is still ”valid”.

11.1. Download your project by clicking on your name in the top right of the
page and selecting the menu option “Export (.zip)”. Extract the zip file
somewhere and find the file index.html.

11.2. Go to the following website: https://validator.w3.org/nu/#file

11.3. Click on the “Browse” button, select your index.html and click “open”.

11.4. Validate your CSS at the following website using the “by direct input” tab:

http://jigsaw.w3.org/css-validator/

11.5. Copy and paste all of your CSS code into the textbox and make sure that
it is valid.

12 Submit it

12.1. Click on the “Publish” link in the top right of the page. Add a description
and publish it. Thimble will give you a link that looks something like this
https://d157rqmxrxj6ey.cloudfront.net/asterix77/30119

12.2. Log in to Blackboard and open the dropbox for Lab 1.2 . Click on “Text
submit” and paste your URL into the textbox that appears.

12.3. If you are not able to finish the lab in class, you have until the following
class to submit it. Or you can submit a partially completed version at the
end of class for partial credit.
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